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TO A QUESTION OF INTERACTION OF DANCING CULTURES OF PEOPLE OF 
THE EAST

(FOR EXAMPLE OF THE UZBEK, UIGUR, INDIAN DANCES)

Dancing culture of the majority of people in the East throughout many centuries 
was in the versatile interaction. Vivid examples are dances of Uzbeks, Uigurs and Indians – 
three people of the East. Numerous migrations, commercial relations, association within the 
limits of various state formations (the Kushansky kingdom, the Kingdom of ephtalites, the 
state of the Great Moguls), general religious beliefs extended in these territories during the 
different periods stories, first of all the Buddhism, promoted certain interosculation of their 
cultures. At the same time, thanks to features of the mentality, the historical and social and 
economic development, each of these people has created the unique art which important 
component is dance. 

The east dancing culture radically differs from the european. If the european dance 
is “the revived music”, “the visible melody”, east dance is based on a rhythm. The rhythm 
generates it and develops. If in the european classical ballet art dance create set of separate 
elements: positions of feet, movements, courses and jumps a material for creation of east 
classical dance are combinations of movements of all parts of a body strictly regulated in the 
combinations. 

The east dancing culture developed throughout millennia. It was formed on the 
basis of cultural traditions ancient iran-speaking population since ancient times living in 
territory of the Central Asia, and joining here within 14 centuries turk-speaking people. All 
of them were connected not only by ethnic relationships but also by a cultural generality. 
It was shown in various aspects: a generality of principles of musical thinking, similarity 
of identity of musical instruments, the general direction of development of dancing art. 
Contacts to the population of the next states, which successors were modern India, Iran 
Afghanistan and China have played a big role. Considering a question on interaction of 
dancing cultures of people of the East, it is necessary to consider that fact that dancing 
art has not one millennium, and most likely, it was developed in equal interaction, instead 
of on the basis of unilateral influence, someone was from participants of this process. The 
developed canons have allowed informing till our time transferred from generation to 
generation, from the teacher to the pupil the basic forms, rhythms, melodies and plastic 
“formulas” of a dancing heritage of people of the East. Certainly, for the last centuries dance 
art has been developed, the dance maintenance has been changed, but “skeleton” of dancing 
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art of each people of the system which was created by old masters has helped to keep the 
main humanistic maintenance and a perfect form. 

The destiny of a rhythmical-plastic suite “Kattaujin” is indicative in this plan and 
it is a top of the Uzbek dancing classical heritage. “Kattaujin” has reached our time as the 
collection of the choreographic miniatures not connected by plot. The remained names of 
the ussuls and their emotional figurativeness testify that once it there was a dance based on 
myths and legends, rhythmical-plastic means weaving a rich outline of a subject narration. 
In the ancient time “Kattaujin” was the dancing story about life, death and revival of mythical 
hero Siyavusha, legends about him have something in common with myths about dying 
and reviving gods of the vegetation, extended at the Mediterranean people – Osiris, Attis, 
Adonis.

Worship before the most ancient deities of an extensive Central Asian pantheon was 
replaced by other religious beliefs. Buddhism and Nestorian have passed on these territories. 
Here Zoroaster has arisen. And, at last, a new religion Islam has left the indelible mark on all 
displays of the cultural life of the turk-speaking people including Uzbeks, Uigurs.

Acceptance of Islam which in a root has changed political, ideological and spiritual 
life of Uigurs was one of the major events in the history of the Uigur people. Various art 
forms have been changed, including dances, separate elements of movements made a basis 
of this or that dancing composition irrespective of denomination and all these elements have 
thus remained. It is interesting that now in purely man's dances are traced tengrian roots and 
in female – buddhist roots. 

The uigurs – one of the largest people of the Central Asia, they mostly live in territory 
of the East Turkestan. The part of Uigurs in the XIXth century overcame to Kazakhstan and 
Uzbekistan. Their small quantity lives in Turkmen. The uigur nation has developed on the 
basis of two ethnic substrata representing settled and nomadic types of culture. The first 
religious beliefs of settled population of the East Turkestan, obviously, went back to ancient 
Iran. However on a boundary A.D. they were replaced by the Buddhism which has come 
here from Central Asia and Northern India. Later through Central Asia on this territory 
doctrines of Christianity and Manichaeism got also. The Buddhism has existed in East 
Turkestan within a millennium, and its ideology has left an indelible mark on all aspects of 
culture of the uigur people, including dancing art. The nomadic uigurs have been generated 
on base of toguzoguz tribes, were carriers of the general for people of Turkic language group 
of outlook. Therefore in dancing art of uigurs considerably influence Buddhist and Tengrian 
cultural traditions. With acceptance of Islam they have been rethought and included in a 
new cultural context. 

Professional dancing art of the uigurs has arisen for a long time, probably; still right 
at the beginning A. D. during a Buddhism epoch, temple dancers and especially dancers 
were their first representatives. Further temple performances were transformed in “concert” 
which was shown at court of the Chinese emperors, in palaces of the Chinese nobility, and 
later in streets and the areas of the Chinese cities. Music and dances of “the Western edge” 
have appeared in China at a dynasty Sui (VI century A.D.) and used especial popularity 
during the Tan sky epoch (VII century AD).

 Great Steppe is a component of the population which was toguzoguz tribes 
(primogenitors of the nomadic uigurs), in the ancient time also was differed by religious 
cosmopolitism. In this territory the Buddhism, Christianity Nestorian sense, Manichaeism 
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and other religious beliefs found their followers. However the fundamental world outlook 
system uniting all nomads of the Great Steppe was Tengrian. It was based on the archaic 
beliefs peculiar to all nations of the world during a primitive epoch and was based on 
worship forces of the nature and to spirits of ancestors.

Function of intermediaries in mutual relations of people with other worlds was 
carried out by shamans – the owners of sacral knowledge who had during ancient times the 
high social status. Certainly, with acceptance of other religions, in particular Manichaeism, 
the Buddhism and then Islam shamans have lost the former role in public life. Nevertheless, 
at all turk-speaking people echoes shamanism remained throughout many centuries and 
their separate rudiments have lived up to now.

 Rhythms and dances

Eventually from the most ancient dances other choreographic forms have taken 
shape. As a vivid example dances of the calandars can serve. Dance was executed to the 
accompaniment dap. Music underneath has been sated by the richest variations of rhythms 
in a combination of rhythmic drawing of a ritual percussion instrument “sapai”. A print of 
this ancient manner of execution in which components are closely weaved dancing and 
is musical-performing, “Dap ussuli”, “Sapaya ussuli”, “Nagora Ussuli” have remained up to 
now. We will notice that dances of big forms under the general name “Kattaujin” in the uzbek 
dance are executed on melodies and rhythms of national-professional music “Nagora-ujin”, 
“Kari–navo” and others. Meeting subjects in national dances – dishes, trays, teapots, spoons, 
kairaks and kosh-tash aren't subject attributes but serve as original percussion instruments 
both uzbek and uigur dancing art. 

Mathematical accuracy is characteristic for classical indian dance of style of 
Catkhak. It is dance of unity and harmony of the drummer playing on tabl (percussion 
instrument) and dancer. In Catkhak there is no accurate order of representation of plots. 
He demands the exact techniques in maintenance of synchronism of movements of hands 
and eyes. In its basis lie national household dances, therefore a considerable role in Catkhak 
improvisation plays. However there is a settled certain program, a set of compositions. There 
is as though a competition between the dancer and the drummer. Then a number of dances 
follow, the combinations which selection is made at will of the executor. 

In XVI century the emperor Akbar from a dynasty of Great Moguls, the connoisseur 
of Hindu music and poetry, aspiring to reach strong association of India, has entered 
a new religion “Din-e-Illakhi” representing synthesis of all religions. The outstanding 
representatives of a science and art, the best musicians and dancers have been collected at 
the court of Akbar. Musicians-Muslims being inspired by the Indian legends and traditions 
have enriched the Indian melodies (raga) with new melodic drawings. On this basis the 
forgotten art of Katkhak has revived. 

The vivid examples of interaction of two cultures are magometanizm and hinduism 
is the Indian classical dance of Kathak. 

The influence of the Indian dance is expressed in decorative sharpness of 
movements; it is shown in Hotansky style of the uigur dance. Gathering of the fingers of 
hands in a cam, a dehiscence of brushes as “the fan”, the separate movements of system 
“mudra” is also an echo of the indian dancing traditions. Thus movements of hands with the 
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extended elbows find a parallel in the tadzhik dances of kulyabsky style that it is no wonder 
as both people (uigurs and tadzhiks) have uniform ethnic roots. The original rhythmic 
pattern of a dance is transferred by movements of feet: the accented blow by foot, a heel, 
thus knees is characteristic remain “soft”, that is to say don't become straight against the stop. 
However at difference from the indian dance in hotansky style in much smaller degree there 
are fixed poses.

Kashgar style of the uigur dance is related to the indian dance. The territory of 
kashgar region directly adjoins the earths on which the indo-persian culture dominated, 
it has affected and a local performing manner. These are the movements of eyes, eyebrows, 
a strongly pronounced position of a little finger in game of brushes of the hands, the fixed 
poses. Dances of this region in the uigur dancing heritage are the most temperamental. They 
are defined by words “passionate”, “fervent” and “fiery”.

Despite of historical and a genetic relation with the indian dancing culture, the 
uigur dance, however, belongs now to perfectly other direction. It is included into dancing 
system which has developed people of the Central Asia which was called earlier as Turkestan 
and was definitively generated under the influence of the Islamic culture. 

Morally-ethical standards of the Islamic culture were reflected in female dance of 
illiyski style (uigur) and fergana style (uzbek). In them there is severity, restraint, certain 
bashfulness. 

All-round studying of dancing art is impossible without revealing of interrelation 
of music and dance. 

As it is known, predominating position in hierarchy of kinds and genres of the 
musical culture of many people of the East occupies a genre of “mugamat”. As well as in 
other this sort of phenomena (the indian raga, the kazakh kyui, the mongolian urtyn-duu 
and other), in the typified kind the musical thinking of concrete ethno cultural system is 
reflected. 

The word “makam” of the arabian origin, designates “parking lot” literally. The 
accessory of “makam” to the various national musical cultures was outwardly expressed in 
formation of many variants of names: “makam” in Arabian, “mugam” in Azerbaijan and 
Armenian, “mukam” in the Uigur language and Turkmen, “makom” is in Uzbekistan and 
Tadzhikistan.

The uigurs have the greatest quantity of “mukams” – twelve. Last section of 
“mukam” always contains dances. In Azerbaijan - eight, in Uzbekistan and Tadzhikistan 
- six. In connection with development of “mukam”, dancing art of people of the East was 
enriched with the new dancing form. Now, in comparison with the traditional dances the 
contrast principle is realized, national lexical elements are synthesized with movements of 
the European classical dance. Development of figurative possibilities of the scenic dance of 
people of the East and its transformation in “mukams” is realized by many choreographers of 
Europe and Asia. Such experience testifies that “closeness up” of the national creativity with 
professional inevitably and organically leads to the “closeness up” of the creative traditions 
of the different people. 

The research shows that conditions and character of interactions between dancing 
cultures of people of the East have old traditions which are characterized with similar and 
various aspects. It includes the borrowed lines of each other as result of the intercultural 
dialogue.
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